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The CITYLINE digital panel is the video door entry panel with keypad to manage
medium and large sized buildings.
It includes a colour camera as standard, an LCD screen which acts as an
electronic directory and a numeric keypad to make house calls.
It is simple and intuitive to use.
This new model stands out for the metallic nature of its materials, reliability
and durability and the elegance of its design.

Cityline Digital video panel with keypad.

NEXT GENERATION OF PANELS
The new Cityline is more robust, luxurious and
of greater esthetic and functional quality.
Manufactured in highly weather resistant
anodized aluminium profile. Compatible with
the previous Cityline model, allowing immediate
installation.
Cityline

Cityline New

One single model for all building types.
Digital panels with keypad let you manage up to 199 homes in the same
building in BUS2 and VDS versions, and up to 9999 homes in the MDS
Digital version.

FEATURES
Compact audio-video
module. Colour camera as
standard. New metallic
keypad with airtight contacts.
High contrast LCD display.

Maximum weather
resistance
A mechanical and
electronic design
unalterable with the
passage of time.

COMPACT AUDIO-VIDEO MODULE

LCD DISPLAY

MAXIMUM SECURITY KEYPAD

Includes built-in powerful highperformance AMPLIFIER with volume
control to adjust the conversation level.
A synthesized message: “The door is
open. Please close the door behind you”
sounds while the door is opening.
Opening time is adjustable from the
keypad.

High contrast, lets you view the names of
the residents and their door codes through
a phone book type DIRECTORY. The
display shows the communication status:
The keys let you browse the user and
programming menu. Once the door code
key to call the
is entered, press the
house.

The metallic keys are made in zamak and
have permanent BACKLIGHT to let you
see the numbers in poor lighting
conditions. The robust design and airtight
keys guarantee reliability and durability in
any surroundings.

INTUITIVE AND USER FRIENDLY

Includes a highly sensitive CCD Camera
with 3,7mm lens. Additional night vision
lighting with 6 LEDS.
A PAN&TILT system lets you adjust the
lens ±10º in line with the panel position.

Select the resident/door from the display
or the door number on the keypad press
directly.
the
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COLOUR CAMERA AS STANDARD

ACCESS CONTROL BUILDING

Through the keypad it is possible to
activate the installation’s electric lock by
entering a PIN code. VDS and BUS2 panels
can handle up to 350 codes/users. The
digital MDS panel can manage 1020 users.

More information at: www.fermax.com

